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Boat Building Classes
Tell Steps in Process

By Paul Hooper

To provide pleasure, Glass Art (glass roof, roof, cabinet, mold and work and you can achieve a skilled level of marine equipment which will go entirely pleasing design for space to come — and with little up to his comparable to the other ornamental birds.

Students in boat building in the industrial arts department at Eastern have gained "production" — this summer, with at least one of the sleek craft building.

Methods are the same in all cases, the amount of material used and effort demanded being governed by the size of the boat. The 16-foot convertible raft which has become popular with the current boat builders takes 25 gallons of resin, large glasses or glass cloth and a wooden layup of minimum effort.

This boat made as in the photos — hull mold and the deck mold, the deck being fitted to the hull and assembled in a manner that is unique.

Reading Fair
Planned For EWCToday

A reading fair will occupy the second floor hallway of the main high school building from approximately 100 students of the home library and Mike Allen, McCann, display books which have been written in their reading in the elementary school classes.

There are four sections of the show. They will show books, aids and techniques used in the reading program. All are functional and purposeful.

The students will demonstrate how they may be used in the context of the reading program.

An example of one of the games to be shown is the apple tree with words for hidden meanings and other words for apples. The children climb the ladder by recognizing words and picking apples by doing so.

This and many other games are demonstrated which have been in a booklet entitled "Reading Skills" by Sylvestre.

Many others have been prepared by the students under the supervision of teachers including Ray Whitley, Miss Hays, and the activities are a part of the program for the year round learners.

All the information and material developed in the classes is being duplicated so that all students will have a treasury of 100 or more ideas to use in their own collections.

All materials and carryover from previous years will be utilized in the reading program for the regular learners.

Cost of the tickets, $2.00, which is a regulation, a reasonable enough to "snack" practically in the library and has good and is available.

The program will be held on February 5th and should be held at 6 p.m. and should be well attended.

The fair is the first of a four-day series of events that will be held at the school.

The program will conclude with the reading fair on Friday evening, February 8th.

The fair is open to the public and is sponsored by the Reading Club and the Parent-Teacher Association.

Boats will be on display, including one made by the students in the metal shop and several from the community. A variety of books on boat building and marine equipment will be on sale.
3 Officials Attend Stanford Conference

Three EWCE officers are participating in a weekend Institute for College and University Administrators at Stanford University. Palo Alto, Calif., today. Dr. W. W. Fife, comptroller, Kenneth R. Kennedy, assistant registrar and Dr. Earl C. Kline, staff assistant, are representing EWCE, faculty representative on the committee of the state's three colleges of education, are representing EWCE.

The Institute is sponsored by the Northwest Regional Education Center for Higher Education, a body of the Western Regional Education Center, a organization set up by legislation to report promising modern states to provide for Interstate exchange of students and other educational matters.

On Friday, July 6, 1951, the Adelante Advisory Board was granted a permit for a method of directing and directing an attack by a self-guarded tractor launched from an airplane.

By Jessie McLachlan

Don George Davis, with his exciting and varied mural shows succeeding in completing painting tomorrow in But Wednesday. They joined in family, students and children and kind, tall man audience, alert and laughing for a full hour.

Don George's charm makes him well known at EWCE, as he was on the staff teaching his art the previous week. As a matter of fact, Maryanne Doster of Butte Falls greeted the Georges and told them she still had and treasured the puppet she made at that time.

Don George and his very attractive wife, who are experts in the field of puppetry, will present classes in puppetry and costume tonight in the EWCE gym.

The exhibit and class are under the supervision of European theatre graduate, a student, with Karl R. McAllister, assistant professor of art, as adviser. It will be open to the public from 9 to 10 each day on the second floor of the EWCE campus.

Don George said, "Probaby the largest display will be that of clay puppet made by students in craft classes and in the Inland High creativity department's clay class."

Clearance Sale

20% 60%

Stands July 24

Children Visit School

LIKE OBSERVATION TO TV SET

The PTA Speaker Tells Faults

SHORTEN UP BUSINESS MEETING

School problems are the focus of meetings when the PTA Speaker Tells Faults. The meeting is held for the purpose of improving the educational system.

PTA Speaker Tells Faults

Bob Walker and Dave Grashow anxiously wait for tickets to the Spokane Indians double-header as Phil Brownlee and Carol Mohler watch the scores cards. 200 EWCE students took advantage of the free pass to the winning Indian's game.

BASEBALL USHER RAZZED BY FANS

Hot dogs on the Indians Vancouver baseball double-header started the EWCE students by Wednesday. The score was 3-0 and the fans of the "Home of the Heads" by Mr. Williams. Amongst numerous arrivals which way Steve Miller faced off in the first game the final score was 7-1.

Softball Is Nearing End

The high-flying Salute Stadium softball games are in a row and are starting to catch the scent of an undefeated season. The first game was at the University of Idaho.

Students visited various classes as part of the Children Visit School program. The students visited the classes and learned about the various aspects of the school system.
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